Abstract. For a discrete group G, we develop a "G-balanced tensor product" of two coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε), which takes place on a certain subalgebra of the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B. Our motivation for this is that we are able to prove that given two actions of G, the dual coaction on the crossed product of the maximal-tensor-product action is isomorphic to the G-balanced tensor product of the dual coactions. In turn, our motivation for this is to give an analogue, for coaction functors, of a crossedproduct functor originated by Baum, Guentner, and Willett, and further developed by Buss, Echterhoff, and Willett, that involves tensoring an action with a fixed action (C, γ), then forming the image inside the crossed product of the maximal-tensor-product action. We prove that composing our tensor-product coaction functor with the full crossed product of an action reproduces the tensor-crossed-product functor of Baum, Guentner, and Willett. We prove that every such tensor-product coaction functor is exact, thereby recovering the analogous result for the tensor-crossedproduct functors of Baum, Guentner, and Willett. When (C, γ) is the action by translation on ℓ ∞ (G), we prove that the associated tensor-product coaction functor is minimal, generalizing the analogous result of Buss, Echterhoff, and Willett for tensor-crossedproduct functors.
Introduction
For a fixed locally compact group G, the full and the reduced crossedproduct functors each take an action of G on a C * -algebra and produce a C * -algebra. Baum, Guentner, and Willett [BGW16] studied exotic crossed-product functors that are intermediate between the full and reduced crossed products, as part of an investigation of the Baum-Connes conjecture. In Section 5 of that paper, the authors introduced a natural class of crossed products arising from tensoring with a fixed action.
Their general construction starts with an arbitrary crossed-product functor, but we only need the version for the full crossed product. They prove that their tensor-crossed-product functor is exact. Buss, Echterhoff, and Willett [BEW18] further the study of these tensorcrossed-product functors, and in Section 9 of that paper they prove that the case with ℓ ∞ (G) produces the smallest of all tensor-crossedproduct functors. This leads them to ask whether tensoring with ℓ ∞ (G) in fact produces the minimal exact correspondence crossed product.
Thus the ℓ ∞ (G)-tensor-crossed-product functor takes on substantial importance. We have initiated in [KLQ16a, KLQ18] a new approach to exotic crossed products, applying a coaction functor to the full crossed product. We have shown that this procedure reproduces many (perhaps all of the important?) crossed-product functors, and we believe that fully utilizing the coactions makes for a more robust theory. In [KLQ16a, KLQ18] we have shown that the theory of coaction functors is in numerous aspects parallel to that of the crossed-product functors of [BGW16, BEW18] . In this paper, using the techniques of [BGW16, BEW18] as a guide, we initiate an investigation into an analogue for coaction functors of the tensor-crossed-product functors for actions (see Section 7 for details). Our development must of course have many differences from that of crossed products by actions, since coactions are different from actions, and also, according to our paradigm for crossed-product functors, our coaction functors form the second part of such a crossed product.
To give a more precise overview of our tensor-coaction functors, we need to first outline, with slightly modified notation, the construction of tensor-crossed-products from [BGW16, BEW18] . For technical reasons, our techniques currently only apply to discrete groups, so from now on we suppose that the group G is discrete.
1 Fix an action (C, γ) of G. Both papers [BGW16, BEW18] require C to be unital. For every action (B, α) of G, first form the tensor-product action α ⊗ γ of G on the maximal tensor product B ⊗ max C. The embedding b → b ⊗ 1 from B to B ⊗ max C is G-equivariant, and its crossed product is a homomorphism from B ⋊ α G to (B ⊗ max C) ⊗ α⊗γ G. Define the C-crossed product B ⋊ α,C G as the image of B ⋊ α G in (B ⊗ max C) ⋊ α⊗γ G under this crossed-product homomorphism. We want an analogue of this construction for coaction functors. Our previous work indicates that there should be a coaction on B ⋊ α,C G that is the result of applying a coaction functor to the dual coaction (B ⋊ α G, α), and presumably this should involve the fixed dual coaction (C ⋊ γ G, γ). Abstractly, we are led to search for a coaction functor formed by somehow combining a coaction (A, δ) with a fixed coaction (D, ζ), with D unital, to form a coaction (A D , δ D ) in such a manner that if the two coactions are (B ⋊ α G, α) and (C ⋊ γ G, γ) then (B ⋊ G)
C⋊G is the natural image of B ⋊ α G in (B ⊗ max C) ⋊ α⊗γ G, and ( α)
C⋊G is the restriction of the dual coaction α ⊗ γ. Since we require C to be unital, the crossed product C ⋊ γ G is unital too, so we incur no penalty by supposing that D is unital too.
We accomplish our goal via a "G-balanced tensor product"
of the coactions δ and ζ. From the outset, our techniques require G to be discrete, as we mentioned above. We also require both coactions δ and ζ to be maximal. In fact, we require ζ to be a dual coaction, which can be arranged without mentioning actions explicitly, using the version of Landstad duality for equivariant maximal coactions. Then we form a G-equivariant homomorphism from A to A ⊗ G D. We will construct A ⊗ G D inside A ⊗ max G; for technical reasons we require the maximal tensor product here, and we must explicitly choose it because we cannot require D to be nuclear. This point deserves emphasis: the most important special case is D = ℓ ∞ (G) ⋊ G, which is not always nuclear. Indeed, if D is nuclear, then so is the reduced crossed product ℓ ∞ (G)⋊ r G (being a quotient of D), and hence by [BO08, Theorem 5.1.5 and Proposition 5.12] G is exact.
There is a hurdle to jump here: the C-crossed product B ⋊ α,C G is not constructed inside the maximal tensor product (1.1) (B ⋊ α G) ⊗ max (C ⋊ γ G).
Instead, it seems to more naturally sit inside the crossed product
where we write α⊠γ for the tensor-product action of the product group G × G on the maximal tensor product B ⊗ max C. (This notation ⊠ is nonstandard -we wanted to have some notational convention to keep track of the distinction between the action on B ⊗ max C of G × G and the more usual tensor-product action α ⊗ β of G.) We jump the hurdle by proving in Proposition 6.2 that the above C * -algebras (1.1) and (1.2) are isomorphic.
The tensor-product action α ⊗ γ of G itself on B ⊗ max C can be obtained from α ⊠ γ by restricting to the diagonal subgroup ∆ = {(s, s) : s ∈ G} of G × G, and we call this the balanced tensor product of the actions (B, α) and (C, γ). A result of Green [Gre78, Lemma 21] assures us that the crossed product (1.3) (B ⊗ max C) ⋊ α⊗γ G embeds faithfully into (1.2), and we blur the distinction between the crossed product (1.3) and its image. In Theorem 6.3 we show that the isomorphism between (1.1) and (1.2) takes the subalgebra (1.3) onto a subalgebra that is a particular instance of what we develop abstractly in Section 4 as the G-balanced tensor product
equivariantly for the dual coaction (α ⊗ G γ) and a coaction that we write in this special case as α ⊗ G γ, developed abstractly in Section 4. The idea for this isomorphism comes from unpublished preliminary work of Adam Morgan, a former PhD student of the first and third authors. More precisely, in Section 4 we start by showing in Theorem 4.1 that, in parallel to actions, given two coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε) of discrete groups G and K, there is a coaction, which we denote by δ ⊠ ε, of G × K on A ⊗ max B. When G = K, we would next like to restrict δ ⊠ ε to the diagonal subgroup ∆ of G × G. In contrast to actions, however, we see no way to do this on the tensor product A ⊗ max B; rather, we must pass to a subalgebra, the G-balanced tensor product, given by the closed span of the diagonal tensor products A s ⊗ max B s of spectral subspaces.
The abstract process of restricting a coaction (A, δ) of G to a subgroup H is developed in Section 3. We must replace A by a subalgebra A H , and for technical reasons we need G to be discrete, so that we can characterize coactions in terms of the spectral subspaces using Fell bundles.
In Section 2 we record our notation and terminology for coactions, Fell bundles, and coaction functors.
Section 7 contains our main results, and begins, as we mentioned above, by developing the tensor D coaction functor, for a fixed dual coaction (D, ζ). For a maximal coaction (A, δ), we define an equivariant homomorphism from A to the G-balanced tensor product A ⊗ G D, and then for an arbitrary coaction we first compose with maximalization. In Proposition 7.9 we prove that when we compose with the full crossed product we recover the tensor-crossed-product functors of [BGW16, BEW18] . We prove in Theorem 7.11 that the case D = ℓ ∞ (G) ⋊ G, with ζ the dual of the translation action, gives the smallest of these coaction functors. We point out that our methods are in many cases drawn from those of [BGW16, BEW18] , but we modified the proof of minimality of the case D = ℓ ∞ (G) ⋊ G from that of [BEW18] so as to avoid the need to choose an arbitrary state and temporarily use completely positive maps as opposed to homomorphisms. We next prove a general lemma involving embeddings into exact functors, from which in Theorem 7.14 we deduce that all tensor D coaction functors are exact.
Finally, in Section 8 we discuss a possible connection between tensor D functors and the coaction functors constructed from large ideals of B(G), as in [KLQ16a] .
Preliminaries
Throughout, we will deal with actions and coactions of a discrete group G. For the coactions, we refer to [Qui96] , [Ng96] , [EKQR06, Appendix A], [KLQ16b] , [KLQ18] , [Qui94] , [EKQ04] , [Fis04] , [LPRS87] , and [Nil99] .
A coaction of G on A is a faithful homomorphism δ :
satisfies the coaction identity
is the integrated form of the homomorphism s → s⊗s for s ∈ G, and also nondegenerate as a coaction in the sense that
Remark 2.1. Note that the current convention for coactions has A mapping into the minimal tensor product A ⊗ C * (G); another obvious choice would be the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max C * (G) -which in fact is what Raeburn used in [Rae92] when he invented full coactions. For the purposes of the current paper, in fact ⊗ max would in some sense be more appropriate (see, for example, Example 7.4 and the discussion in Section 8). However, we cannot change the conventions for coactions now, so this remains no more than a comment.
Of course, nondegeneracy as a coaction implies nondegeneracy as a map into multipliers, but we include both because it is occasionally necessary, for technical reasons, to temporarily discuss maps that satisfy all the above properties except (perhaps) nondegeneracy as a coaction, in which case we will write "(possibly degenerate) coaction".
Occasionally we will write "(nondegenerate) coaction" for emphasis if confusion seems possible. But to reiterate for clarity: when we just say δ is a coaction, we tacitly assume it is nondegenerate as a coaction. Of course, this discussion might be superfluous -it is an open problem whether every coaction is automatically nondegenerate.
Any (possibly degenerate) coaction (A, δ) makes A into to a Banach module over the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(G) via
and sometimes we are only interested in the restriction of this module structure to the Fourier algebra A(G). By [Qui94, Corollary 1.5], δ is nondegenerate as a coaction if and only if it is nondegenerate as an A(G)-module, i.e., if and only if
For s ∈ G let χ s be the characteristic function of {s}, regarded as an element of A(G). Then A(G) is the norm closure of the linear span of { χ s : s ∈ G}. If δ is a coaction of G on A then for s ∈ G the map a → χ s · a is a projection of norm one of A onto the spectral subspace
Thus a (possibly degenerate) coaction is nondegenerate if and only if A = span{A s : s ∈ G}.
Since every coaction δ : A → A ⊗ C * (G) is nondegenerate as a map into multipliers, it extends canonically to a strictly continuous unital homomorphism δ : M(A) → M(A ⊗ C * (G)), still injective and satisfying the coaction identity (and note that when we extend a nondegenerate homomorphism φ : C → M(D) we also denote the extension by φ). Consequently, the Banach B(G)-module structure extends to M(A).
If (A, δ) and (B, ε) are coactions of G, a homomorphism φ :
must itself be an isomorphism, and is normal if every equivariant sur- 
x x r r r r r r r r r r (A n , δ n )
commute, where the upper left southwest arrow is maximalization and the lower left southeast arrow is normalization.
We put a partial order on coaction functors by saying σ ≤ τ if there is a natural transformation Γ making the diagram
commute. Maximalization and normalization are the largest and smallest coaction functors. If (A, δ) is a coaction and I is a (closed 2-sided) ideal of A, we say that I is strongly δ-invariant if the restriction δ| I is a coaction on I. A coaction functor τ is exact if whenever
is a short exact sequence in the category of coactions, the associated sequence
is also exact.
Restricting to subgroups
Recall that G will always denote a discrete group. We need to form a "balanced tensor product" of coactions of G. One possible approach would be via Fell bundles, and in fact Abadie-Vicens, in an unpublished paper [AV] , has developed a theory of tensor products of Fell bundles over discrete groups. However, we prefer a direct approach, not relying upon [AV] . Our main auxiliary tool will involve "restricting" coactions to subgroups. So, let H be a subgroup of G, and let δ : A → A ⊗ C * (G) be a coaction of G on A, with spectral subspaces
Since the coaction δ is by definition assumed to be nondegenerate, the spectral subspaces densely span A. Since G is discrete, we can identify G with a subgroup of the unitary group of C * (G), and moreover C * (H) maybe be identified with a C * -subalgebra of C * (G), namely the closed span of H (by [Rie74, Proposition 1.2]). 
Lemma 3.1. With the above notation, define a C
Proof. The first part, concerning χ H being positive definite, is a special case of [Rie74, Lemma 1.1], but we include the short proof because it is much easier for discrete groups. Let U be the representation of G on
and regard χ H as a unit vector in ℓ 2 (G/H). Then for s ∈ G we have 
Thus the slice map id ⊗ χ H , and hence also the composition E H , is a linear contraction.
For s ∈ G and any nonzero element a s ∈ A s we have a s ∈ A H if and only if s ∈ H, and so
By linearity, density, and continuity it follows that E H (A) ⊆ A H and E H (a) = a for all a ∈ A H . Thus E H is idempotent with range A H , and since we have seen above that it is a linear contraction, E H is a conditional expectation of A onto A H . For the other part, it is obvious that A h ⊆ A H for all h ∈ H, and hence span h∈H A h ⊆ A H . On the other hand, since A = span s∈G A s ,
Lemma 3.2. With the above notation, define
Proof. δ| H is injective because δ is, and by construction we have
• δ| H follows from the corresponding identity for δ, so δ| H is a coaction, and is nondegenerate as a coaction because its spectral subspaces are precisely A h for h ∈ H, and A H = span h∈H A h .
Definition 3.3. With the above notation, we call (A H , δ| H ) the restriction of the coaction (A, δ) to H.
Remark 3.4. There is another, more well-known, type of restriction for coactions, namely the restriction to the quotient G/N by a normal subgroup N of G: follow the coaction δ with id A ⊗ q G/N , where
is the canonical surjection given by the integrated form of the homomorphism
We hope it does not cause any confusion that we call δ| H the restriction to the subgroup H. In terms of Fell bundles, this corresponds to the restriction of the Fell bundle A = {A s } s∈G over G to the Fell bundle A| H = {A h } h∈H over H.
Although we do not need it, we pause to consider whether the process of restricting coactions to subgroups preserves maximality. We believe that it does in complete generality, although we can only prove it when the given coaction is saturated in the sense that the associated Fell bundle is saturated.
2 Here is a more precise statement:
On the other hand, let (A m , δ m ) be the maximalization of (A, δ), and let
In particular, if δ is maximal then so is δ H .
Proof. Let A = s∈G A s be the Fell bundle over G associated to δ. Recall from Lemma 3.2 that
where Γ c denotes the finitely (= compactly) supported sections of a Fell bundle, the superscript A denotes that the closure is taken inside A, and δ H is the restriction of δ to A H , regarded as a homomorphism into A H ⊗ C * (H). Clearly, for each h ∈ H, the associated spectral subspace of δ H can be identified with A h . Since G is discrete, we can take
and for each s ∈ G the associated spectral subspace of the maximalization δ m can be identified with A s . Similarly,
On the other hand,
Thus (A H ) m and (A m ) H are both closures of Γ c (A H ) in appropriate norms. We will show that these two norms agree, in other words the identity map on Γ c (A H ) extends to an embedding of C * (A H ) into C * (A). It suffices to show that every representation of the Fell bundle A H can be dilated to a representation of A, i.e., for every representation π of A H on a Hilbert space H there is a representation π ′ of A on a Hilbert space H ′ containing H as a subspace such that for each generator a h ∈ A h ⊆ A H we have
This dilation property follows from [FD88, Proposition XI.14.21], since by [FD88, Theorem XI.11.10] our hypothesis that the coaction (A, δ) is saturated implies that every representation of the restricted Fell bundle A H is A-positive in the sense that
Tensor products
Everyone knows how to form a tensor product of two actions of G (about which we will have more to say in the next section). However, it has been lamented on numerous occasions that the naive attempt to form a tensor product of two coactions does not work (except in a special case involving A ⊗ K(L 2 (G)), which is important for crossedproduct duality; (see, for example, [Kat84, Theorem 8]). Nevertheless, in this section we show that we can form a tensor product of coactions on a subalgebra of the tensor product of the algebras. A word about notation for tensor products: we will sometimes -to avoid possible confusion -write a⊗ max b for an elementary tensor in a maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B, especially when there are different tensor norms present simultaneously. An unadorned symbol ⊗ between two C * -algebras will always denote the minimal tensor product, but between elements it could sometimes mean an elementary tensor in the maximal tensor product, rather than in the minimal one. We have tried quite hard to ensure that the appropriate meaning is always clear from the context.
First we form an "external tensor product" of coactions of two groups:
Theorem 4.1. Let (A, δ) and (B, ε) be coactions of discrete groups G and K, respectively. Then there is a unique coaction, which we denote by δ ⊠ ε, of G × K on the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B such that
for s ∈ G, t ∈ K, a s ∈ A s , and b t ∈ B t .
Proof. Define homomorphisms ψ A and ψ B by the commuting diagrams
is the canonical isomorphism given by the inverse of the integrated form of the unitary homomor-
Since ψ A and ψ B are commuting nondegenerate homomorphisms of A and B, respectively, into
, there is a unique nondegenerate homomorphism
given by
In fact, δ ⊠ ε maps into (A ⊗ max B) ⊗ C * (G × K), as we can quickly verify using generators from the spectral subspaces: if s ∈ G, t ∈ K, a s ∈ A s , and b t ∈ B t , then
In computations as above we liberally sprinkle parentheses to remind ourselves that some of the elementary tensors are in maximal tensor products, while others are in minimal tensor products.
Elementary computations with the generators from the spectral subspaces show that the homomorphism δ⊠ε satisfies the coaction identity
We claim that
from which it will follow that δ ⊠ ε is injective. To prove (4.1), first note that (id ⊗ 1 G×K ) • (δ ⊠ ε) is a composition of two bounded linear maps, and so also has these two properties. On linear combinations
where the coefficients c p,q ∈ C are finitely nonzero, and where we use the notation a p to emphasize that we have an element of A p , and similarly for b q ∈ B q , we have
is the identity map on the dense subspace, and hence on the closure A ⊗ max B, verifying our claim. We use the canonical isomorphism
We have nondegenerate homomorphisms j A ⊗ j B and
We will show that the pair (
Since the group G×K is discrete, it suffices to observe that for s, p ∈ G, t, q ∈ K, and a s ∈ A s , b t ∈ B t , we have
Now let (π, µ) be a covariant homomorphism of (A ⊗ max B, δ ⊠ ε) in M(C) for some C * -algebra C. Then there are unique commuting nondegenerate homomorphisms π A and π B from A and B, respectively, to
Similarly, there are unique nondegenerate homomorphisms µ G and µ K from c 0 (G) and c 0 (K), respectively, to M(C) such that
We will show that (π A , µ G ) and (π B , µ K ) are covariant homomorphisms of (A, δ) and (B, ε), respectively, in M(C), and by symmetry it suffices to do it for the first: if s, p ∈ G and a s ∈ A s then
where the equality at * can be verified as follows: first fix q ∈ K. Since the unit fibre B e is a nondegenerate C * -subalgebra of B, 1 M (B) is the strict limit of a bounded approximate identity (b i ) of B e , and by strict continuity we have
On the other hand, 1 ℓ ∞ (K) is the sum of the strictly convergent series
Thus we have unique nondegenerate homomorphisms π A ×µ G and π B × µ K from A ⋊ δ G and B ⋊ ε K, respectively, to M(C) such that
We will show that the homomorphisms π A × µ G and π B × µ K commute. First, we need the following: for s ∈ G, t ∈ K, and b t ∈ B t we have
and similarly for s ∈ G, t ∈ K, and a s ∈ A s we have
Thus, for s, p ∈ G, t, q ∈ K, a s ∈ A s , and b t ∈ B t ,
showing that π A × µ G and π B × µ K commute. Thus there is a unique nondegenerate homomorphism
for all x ∈ A ⋊ δ G and y ∈ B ⋊ ε K. We define
and then, by strict continuity, for a ∈ A, b ∈ B, f ∈ c 0 (G), and g ∈ c 0 (K) we have
and similarly
Thus the covariant homomorphism (j A ⊗ j B , j G ⊗ j K ) is universal, and we are done.
Definition 4.2. With the above notation, we call (A ⊗ max B, δ ⊠ ε) the tensor product of the coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε).
Remark 4.3. The notation δ ⊠ ε is somewhat nonstandard (although it has been used by others); we wanted to have some notational device that would remind us that we are not simply taking the tensor product of the two maps (although it is closely related to that).
Proposition 4.4. Let (A ⊗ max B, δ ⊠ ε) be the tensor product of coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε) of discrete groups G and K, respectively. For (s, t) ∈ G × K we define A s ⊗ max B t as the closed span of the algebraic tensor product A s ⊙ B t in the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B. Then the spectral subspaces of (A ⊗ max B, δ ⊠ ε) are given by
Proof. Regarding χ s and χ t as elements of B(G) and B(K), respectively, so that χ (s,t) = χ s ⊗ χ t is an element of B(G × K), we have a slice map
and by the general theory of coactions of discrete groups,
Thus we can finish by showing that
On linear combinations
Thus the range of (id ⊗ χ (s,t) ) • (δ ⊠ ε) is contained in A s ⊗ max B t , and the same computation shows that (id ⊗ χ (s,t) ) • (δ ⊠ ε) is the identity map on the algebraic tensor product A s ⊙ B t , and hence on the closure A s ⊗ max B t , and we are done.
Balanced tensor product
We apply the methods of the preceding section to form a tensor product of two coactions of a single discrete group G.
Definition 5.1. Let (A, δ) and (B, ε) be coactions of a discrete group G, and let δ ⊠ ε be the tensor-product coaction of the product group G × G on the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B. Let ∆ = {(s, s) : s ∈ G} be the diagonal subgroup of G × G. Then the techniques of Section 3 allow us to restrict the coaction δ ⊠ ε to the subgroup ∆, giving a coaction (δ ⊠ ε)| ∆ of ∆ on the C * -subalgebra (A ⊗ max B) ∆ of A ⊗ max B. We write
and we define a coaction δ
where ς :
is the canonical isomorphism given by the integrated form of the group isomorphism
We call (A ⊗ G B, δ ⊗ G ε) the balanced tensor product of the coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε).
Note that A ⊗ G B is the closed span of the spectral subspaces
Also note that by Lemma 3.1 we have a conditional expectation E : A⊗ max B → A ⊗ G B such that for all a s ∈ A s and b t ∈ B t
Remark 5.2. What if ε is the trivial coaction? We first go back to the general context of coactions (A, δ) and (B, ε) of discrete groups G and K, but now we suppose that ε is trivial. Then B = B e , and so, by Theorem 4.1, for s ∈ G, a s ∈ A s , and b ∈ B we have
Now suppose that G = K, so that ε is the trivial coaction of G on B. Then for all s ∈ G the spectral subspace of the balanced tensor-product coaction δ ⊗ G ε is
because if s = e then B s = {0}. Therefore if ε is trivial, then so is δ ⊗ G ε. Now let ε be the trivial coaction of the trivial group K = {1} on a C * -algebra B. Then we can show that the tensor product δ ⊠ ε reduces to δ ⊗ * id: for s ∈ G, a s ∈ A s , and b ∈ B we have
Since G × {1} can be naturally identified with G, we can regard δ ⊠ ε as a coaction of G on A ⊗ max G, with
For actions
We want to play a similar game with actions. Again we start by restricting to a subgroup, and this time it is much easier, and is wellknown; we include the following merely to establish our notation.
Let (A, α) be an action of a discrete group G, and let H be a subgroup of G. Let α| H be the restriction of α to H, giving an action (A, α| H ) of H. By [Gre78, Lemma 21] we may identify A ⋊ α| H H with a C * -subalgebra of A ⋊ α G. More precisely:
Lemma 6.1 (Green) . Let (A, α) be an action of a discrete group G, and let (i A , i G ) be the universal covariant homomorphism of (A, α) in M(A ⋊ α G). Further let H be a subgroup of G, and let α| H be the restriction of α to H. Then (i A , i G | H ) is a covariant homomorphism of (A, α| H ) in M(A ⋊ α G), and the integrated form
Now let (A, α) and (B, β) be actions of discrete groups G and K, respectively. We have the tensor-product action α ⊠ β of G × K on the maximal tensor product:
As we mentioned in Section 1, this notation ⊠ is nonstandard, but we use it to remind us that this is an action of a Cartesian product G × K rather than of a single group G.
Proposition 6.2. With the above notation, let
be the maximal tensor product of the homomorphisms
and define a unitary homomorphism
.
covariant homomorphism of the action (A ⊗ max B, α ⊠ β), and the integrated form is an isomorphism
(i A ⊗i B )×(i G ⊗i K ) : (A⊗ max B)⋊ α⊠β (G×K) ≃ −→ (A⋊ α G)⊗ max (B⋊ β K).
Moreover, this isomorphism is
(α ⊠ β) − ( α ⊠ β) equivariant.
Proof. We check that the pair (i
for s ∈ G, t ∈ K, a ∈ A, and b ∈ B we have
It follows from the above computation that the integrated form (i
To show that it is an isomorphism we need to verify the universal property of the covariant homomorphism (i A ⊗ i B , i G ⊗i K ). Let (π, U) be a covariant homomorphism of (A⊗ max B, α⊠ β) in M(C) for some C * -algebra C. Then there are unique commuting nondegenerate homomorphisms π A : A → M(C) and
We will show that (π A , V ) and (π B , W ) are covariant homomorphisms of (A, α) and (B, β), respectively, in M(C), and by symmetry it suffices to do it for the first: if s ∈ G and a ∈ A then
Thus we have unique nondegenerate homomorphisms π A × V and π B × W from A ⋊ α G and B ⋊ β K, respectively, to M(C) such that
We will show that the homomorphisms π A × V and π B × W commute. First note that for t ∈ K and a ∈ A we have
and similarly for s ∈ G and b ∈ B we have
Thus for a ∈ A, b ∈ B, s ∈ G, and t ∈ K we have
showing that π A × V and π B × W commute. Thus there is a unique nondegenerate homomorphism
for all x ∈ A ⋊ α G and y ∈ B ⋊ β K. We define
and then for a ∈ A, b ∈ B, s ∈ G, and t ∈ K we have
is universal, and so we have an isomorphism
We check the (α⊠β) −( α⊠ β) equivariance separately on generators i A⊗maxB (a ⊗ b) and i G×K (s, t). For the first,
while for the other generator,
Let (A, α) and (B, β) be actions of a discrete group G, and let α⊠β be the tensor-product action of the product group G × G on the maximal tensor product A ⊗ max B. We can restrict the action α ⊠ β to the diagonal subgroup ∆ of
Theorem 6.3. Let (A, α) and (B, β) be actions of a discrete group G.
Then the isomorphism
Proof. The crossed product (A ⊗ max B) ⋊ α⊗ G β G is densely spanned by generators of the form
Note that by definition
is densely spanned by the diagonal spectral subspaces
In turn, for each s ∈ G the spectral subspaces of the crossed products of A and B are given by
Then this isomorphism is equivariant for the restrictions of the respective coactions to the respective C * -subalgebras. More precisely, on the left-hand side the
is strongly (α ⊠ β) invariant, and after the group ∆ is replaced by the isomorphic group G the restricted coaction
On the right-hand side, the
is strongly ( α⊠ β)-invariant, and after the group ∆ is replaced by the isomorphic group G the restricted coaction ( α ⊠ β)| ∆ becomes α⊗ G β. The stated equivariance follows immediately.
"Tensor D" functor
In Section 4 we showed how to form the G-balanced tensor product of any two coactions of a discrete group G. Here we will parlay this into a coaction functor involving tensoring with a fixed dual coaction.
Fix a coaction (D, ζ). We want to form a coaction functor τ D that is defined on objects by sending a coaction (A, δ) to its image in A ⊗ G D under a suitable homomorphism, which we will need to define. Constructing the desired homomorphism will require that the coaction δ be maximal and that ζ be a dual coaction. In order to have a functor on the entire category of all coactions, we will pre-compose with maximalization. Our motivation for forming this coaction functor is to make contact with the tensor-crossed-product functor of Baum, Guentner, and Willett, and in particular D will be a crossed product C ⋊ γ G. Since [BEW18] requires C to be unital, D will be unital (since G is discrete). We can guarantee that (D, ζ) will be a dual coaction by insisting that we also have a δ G − ζ equivariant unitary homomorphism V : G → D, via an appeal to Landstad duality.
Notation 7.1. For the remainder of the paper, (D, ζ, V ) denotes an arbitrary unital equivariant maximal coaction. Note that by Landstad duality we may assume that
for some action (C, γ).
Lemma 7.2. For any maximal coaction (A, δ), there is a unique homomorphism
Moreover, Q is nondegenerate and
Proof. Since δ is maximal, we can identify A with C * (A). The equation (7.1) defines a representation of the Fell bundle A = s∈G A s into A ⊗ G D, so by maximality of δ and the universal property of C * (A) it determines a unique homomorphism Q.
To see that Q is nondegenerate, note that the unit fiber A e is nondegenerate in A, and A e ⊗ max 1 D is nondegenerate in A ⊗ G D. Thus if (a i ) is an approximate identity for A e then the net (Q(a i )) converges strictly to the identity element of the multiplier algebra M(A ⊗ G D). The equivariance is readily checked on generators a s ∈ A s , using the definition of the balanced-tensor-product coaction δ ⊗ D ζ. Example 7.4. Although we do not need it, we briefly consider the case where C = C, so D = C * (G), ζ = δ G , and V is the canonical embedding of G in C * (G). We have
and
commutes, where ψ is the restriction to
Thus, Q is a "maximal-tensor-product" version of the given coaction δ. In particular, Q is an isomorphism of A onto
Example 7.5. Suppose that (D, ζ, V ) is an equivariant maximal coaction with D unital, and C is a unital C * -algebra. Then as in [Qui94] we can form another equivariant maximal coaction (C ⊗ max D, id ⊗ζ), where id ⊗ζ is the coaction defined on generators by
Let (A, δ) be a maximal coaction. Then the isomorphism
Note that for a s ∈ A s we have 
Proof. (7.2) fits into a larger diagram
where each of the middle two horizontal arrows is defined by the arrow beneath it. More precisely, a quick check on generators a s ⊗d s ∈ A s ⊗D s shows that φ ⊗ id takes A ⊗ G D into B ⊗ G D, giving a homomorphism φ ⊗ G id such that the bottom square commutes. Similarly, for a generator a s ∈ A s , we have 
where
Proof. Since Q is surjective, uniqueness will be automatic, so it suffices to show existence, and for this it suffices to show that
We borrow a trick from [BGW16, proof of Lemma 5.3]. Applying the normalization functor to the homomorphism Q gives the commutative diagram
To show the inclusion (7.4), it suffices to show that
i.e., Q n is injective. Now, Λ A has the same kernel as the homomorphism
, which is given on generators a s ∈ A a by (7.5) π(a s ) = a s ⊗ λ s .
Similarly, Λ A⊗ G D • Q has the same kernel as the homomorphism
given on generators by by
The bounded function
Identifying ℓ ∞ (G) with the multiplication operators on ℓ 2 (G), and identifying the bounded operators B(ℓ 2 (G)) with the multiplier algebra of the algebra K(ℓ 2 (G)) of compact operators, the properties of the minimal tensor product guarantee that (A ⊗ max D) ⊗ ℓ ∞ (G) embeds into the multiplier algebra
so we regard U as an element of this latter algebra. We also identify C * r (G) with the image of C * (G) under the regular representation λ, so in particular C *
For each generator a s ∈ A s , the unitary U commutes with the elementary tensor
On the other hand, Fell's absorption trick gives
Since conjugation by the unitary U is isometric, it now suffices to prove that the homomorphism φ
has the same kernel as the homomorphism π described by (7.5). But this is almost obvious: define θ :
Then θ is an isomorphism onto its image
The isomorphism θ carries the homomorphism π to a corresponding homomorphism π ′ making the following diagram commute:
On generators a s ∈ A s , we have
and hence π
is an isomorphism, ker π ′ • θ = ker π, so we are done.
It now follows that τ D is a coaction functor. We need to know that the composition of the full-crossed-product functor with τ D reproduces the tensor-crossed-product functor:
Proposition 7.9. Fix an action (C, γ) of a discrete group G, and let
be the dual equivariant maximal coaction. Then the C-crossed-product functor is naturally isomorphic to the composition of the full-crossedproduct functor with the tensor D coaction functor τ D .
Proof. Let (B, α) be any action of G. Then Theorem 6.3 gives us an isomorphism that we denote by
Now we want an analogue of [BEW18, Lemma 9 .1], which shows that when the fixed action (C, γ) is (ℓ ∞ (G), rt), the associated ℓ
The construction in [BEW18] involves an arbitrary choice of state on C, which is mildly annoying. Moreover, the [BEW18] construction involves an excursion through completely positive maps rather than actual homomorphisms, albeit temporarily. It turns out that the homomorphism ultimately resulting from the process does not depend upon the choice of the state, and we could prove what we need by routinely adapting the [BEW18] construction. However, we would rather push the construction a bit further in order to erase the involvement of the state in the definition of the homomorphism, and also avoid the use of completely positive maps.
. Then for (D, ζ, V ) as usual and any C * -algebra A there is a homomorphism
such that for a ∈ A and s ∈ G,
Proof. Recall that there is an action (C, γ) with C unital such that
. We introduce a routine construction involving the action (C, γ), which we will then apply to the action (A⊗C, id⊗γ). Define a homomorphism
by φ(c)(s) = γ s (c). Note that here the maximal and minimal tensor products coincide.
Then a simple computation shows that φ is γ − (id ⊗ rt) equivariant. Taking crossed products gives a homomorphism
Now play the same game with the action (A ⊗ max C, id ⊗ γ), giving a homomorphism
Note that for a ∈ A and s ∈ G we have
Now we use the isomorphisms
to deduce that we have a homomorphism
such that for a ∈ A and s ∈ G we have
and hence 
commute, and for this it suffices to show that there is a homomorphism 
Using the obvious isomorphism of A⊗ max R with the subalgebra A⊗ max 1 C ⊗ max R of A ⊗ max C ⊗ max R, we conclude that there is a homomorphism Γ :
Now we can finish by observing that
Remark 7.12. By the above theorem, the algebra R is quite important. It is unfortunate that we know so little about it, even for G = Z.
We shall next show that the tensor D functor is exact. We separate out the following abstract lemma because we feel that it might be useful in other similar situations. Proof. Since maximalization is an exact functor, it suffices to show that σ is exact. So, let
/ / 0 be a short exact sequence of C * -algebras carrying maximal coactions of G (we don't need notation for the coactions, since they will take care of themselves in this proof). Consider the commutative diagram
Our hypotheses guarantee that the bottom row is exact, the vertical arrows are nondegenerate injections, φ σ (I σ ) an ideal of A σ , and ψ σ is surjective. Thus the top row is exact at B σ . Also, φ σ is injective because φ ρ • η I is, and so the top row is exact at I σ ; we must show that it is exact in the middle. Since η B is injective and ψ ρ • φ ρ = 0, we have ψ σ • φ σ = 0. It remains to show that ker ψ σ ⊆ φ σ (I σ ). Let a ∈ ker ψ σ . Then by commutativity η A (a) ∈ ker ψ ρ , so by exactness there is c ∈ I ρ such that η A (a) = φ ρ (c). Choose an approximate identity (e i ) for I σ . Then by nondegeneracy (η I (e i )) is an approximate identity for I ρ . We have Proof. We apply Lemma 7.13 with τ = τ D , σ = τ D restricted to maximal coactions, and ρ = maximal tensor product with D. Properties of the maximal tensor product guarantee that ρ is exact, and we can take η to be inclusion.
For any maximal coaction (A, δ) and any strongly δ-invariant ideal I, with inclusion map φ : I ֒→ A, we have a commutative diagram Remark 7.15. In [KLQ16a, Theorem 4.12] we gave necessary and sufficient conditions for a coaction functor to be exact, expressing it as a quotient of the functor maximalization, which is exact. However, for the functor τ D it turned out to be easier to argue as in the above proof.
Connection with large ideals
For an equivariant maximal coaction (D, ζ, V ), we will show how the tensor D coaction functor τ D is tantalizingly close to a functor coming from a large ideal E of the Fourier-Stieltjes algebra B(G) (see [KLQ16a] ).
Recall that a large ideal E is the annihilator of an ideal I of C * (G) that is δ G -invariant and contained in the kernel of the regular representation, where invariance means that the quotient map q E : C * (G) → C * E (G) = C * (G)/I takes δ G to a coaction on C * E (G). For any maximal coaction (A, δ) we let A E be the quotient of A by the kernel of the composition (id⊗q E )•δ. Then the quotient map Q E = Q E A : A → A E is equivariant for δ and a coaction δ E , and moreover the assignments (A, δ) → (A E , δ E ) give a functor from maximal coactions to all coactions. Composing with the maximalization functor gives a coaction functor that we call E-ization.
Apply this to the ideal I = ker V , where we also write V : C * (G) → D for the integrated form of the unitary homomorphism V : G → D.
The annihilator E = I ⊥ is a large ideal of B(G) since V is δ D − ζ invariant and nonzero.
Question 8.1. Are the tensor D functor and E-ization naturally isomorphic?
A positive answer to the above question would imply that the large ideal E of B(G) is exact in the sense that the coaction functor E-ization is exact (see [KLQ16b] ).
One obvious obstruction is that (for maximal coactions) the tensor D functor goes into a maximal tensor product A ⊗ max D, while Eization can be regarded as going into the minimal tensor product A ⊗ C * E (G). We can make a closer connection by defining a max-coaction as a homomorphism δ M that makes the diagram
commute, where ψ is the canonical surjection of the maximal tensor product onto the minimal one, and satisfies the other axioms for a coaction.
Here is a commutative diagram illustrating how the various maps are related:
where ι : V (C * (G)) ֒→ D is the inclusion map. Since V (C * (G)) is naturally isomorphic to C * E (G), we see that the tensor D functor seems to be closer to a version of "E-ization" but using max-coactions. However, there is still one missing piece: we do not know whether the homomorphism id ⊗ max ι is injective, due to the mysteries of maximal tensor products. A bit more precisely, we could view the composition
(preceded by maximalization) as a max-E-ization functor, and then we could ask whether it is naturally isomorphic to τ D . Here is a particularly important special case: Question 8.2. Is the minimal tensor D functor (the case D = R = ℓ ∞ (G) ⋊ G) isomorphic to a max-E-ization?
